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Description Description 2021 Keystone RV Montana 3231CK, Keystone Montana fifth wheel
3231CK highlights: Kitchen Island Fireplace Hide-A-Bed Sofa Dual-Sink Vanity
Under-Bed Storage Residential Refrigerator This Montana fifth wheel is absolutely
amazing, and it will be extremely useful when it comes time for another getaway!
One feature that makes this fifth wheel so great is the front private bedroom. This
bedroom has a barn door that closes it off, and it also has a queen bed slide, a
full-width closet with a space prepped for the optional washer/dryer, under-bed
storage, a dresser, and a 32" LED HDTV. Right next to the bedroom is the
bathroom that has a dual-sink vanity and 48" x 30" shower, and when you head
out into the main living area, you will find lots of living space thanks to the
opposing slides. Take a load off and sit back on the power theater seating, or you
can sit down with a snack at the dinette with four chairs and storage. The kitchen
also provides you with lots of amenities, like two pull-out pantries, a pull-out
countertop, an island, an 18-cubic foot residential refrigerator, and a residential
range hood. If you are an experienced RVer who is ready to gain more freedom on
the road, then you need to check out the Keystone Montana fifth wheel! With
exceptional craftsmanship, durable construction, dependable luxury, and cutting-
edge technology, the Montana is truly a dream. The Montana has some easy set-
up features, like an electric patio awning with LED lights, Hitch Vision with LED
lighting, and MORryde Step Above entry steps with strut assist for an easy
entrance. The Four Seasons Living Package allows you to camp year around with
features such as, a heated and enclosed underbelly, a reflective foil insulated
front cap, dual attic vents, and more! The Montana has you covered with
convenient camping features, like the central vacuum, the stackable washer and
dryer prep, and the Whisper Quiet Cool A/C's for an evenly and quietly cooled RV.
Each model includes solid hardwood cabinet stiles, a 5K BTU decorative fireplace
heater, a high-rise pull down faucet in the kitchen, plus many more interior
comforts to make you feel right at home. Sleeps 4 Slideouts 3

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 44498
VIN Number: 4YDF32322M4702584
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 7145 S Division Ave, 49548, Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States
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